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‘Just doing my job’
Mary Bodney: Harry Robert Wilson Award winner

T

The recipient of the 2015 Kansas Choral Directors Association Harry Robert Wilson Award,
Mary Bodney, calmly states, “I was just doing my
job.” Indeed. Unquestioningly respected in the teaching
field, Mary’s example is of a person committed to excellence and to serving and improving the lives of others.
A graduate of Wichita State University and the University of MissouriKansas City, Mary’s teaching career
included positions in Missouri (Hickman Mills HS and Raytown South HS),
North Carolina (Eastern Randolph HS)
and Kansas (Blue Valley North). She
remains active as a private instructor and as an adjudicator and clinician throughout Kansas, Oklahoma,

and Missouri. During her 37-year
career, she has served as a cooperating teacher for more than 25 student
teachers from Central Missouri State
University, the University of MissouriColumbia, the University of MissouriKansas City, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Northwest Missouri State
University, Emporia State University,
Continued on page 16
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The President’s Pen
GOAL SETTING AND A MEANINGFUL WRITING
ASSIGNMENT … TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE!

I

n the ongoing
gredients to most successeffort to stay
ful musical ensembles,
healthy and in
schools, and businesses,
shape, my spouse
or any other organization
and I decided to
that seeks to do sometry CrossFit. After
thing transformational.
about a month of
But, when a reminder of
not being able to
what is really important
fully extend my
hits you over the head (or,
arms while conin this case, my sore conducting, we opted
ducting arm) you better
Dustin Cates not ignore it!
to go back to our
previous
gym...
So I took a little of the
However, I did learn some valuCrossFit philosophy into the choir
able things during my brief Crossroom. I shared with my singFit venture that I was able to apers my experience with CrossFit,
ply in the choral classroom.
and in particular the community
During one of our first Crossbuilding and goal setting aspects
Fit workouts (while gasping for
of the program. (This is a particuair and gulping water, I’m certain)
larly effective way to earn some
I noticed a huge whiteboard on a
“cool points” with your more athwall of the gym. The board was
letically inclined kids). Next, I dicovered with statements such as
vided my choirs up into several
“Bench 200lbs” ... “20 pull ups” ...
small groups. I had them discuss
and countless other fitness-relatboth musical and non-musical
ed goals. While the intensity of the
goals they’d like to set for their
CrossFit workout felt a little out of
choir for that particular quarter.
my league, the aspect of the proEach group recorded their ideas
gram that did resonate with me—
on a large piece of paper and
and what I believe is one of the
presented it to the class. Next, I
key contributors to the “CrossFit
paired each singer with a “Choir
craze”—is the community-goalWorkout Partner.” Their task was
setting environment they seek
to discuss and share one musical
to create. CrossFit participants
and one non-musical goal they
are encouraged to support and
would be setting for themselves.
encourage one another, publicly
My accompanist and I participatshare their goals, and celebrate
ed in the process and shared with
in the individual and community
the class as a demonstration both
progress that is taking place.
of what they were to do and that
Of course, building communiwe, too, needed to set goals. Each
ty and rallying around both comstudent was given a post-it that
mon and individual goals are not
was placed inside the choir folder
new ideas. They are the key inSee PRESIDENT’S PEN, page 7

The Editor’s Box

I

have become fairly well
convinced that warning
labels exist for the benefit of people who are ... well,
let’s just say less evolved than
others who possess a modicum of common sense. Does
one really need a warning
to know that one should not
hold fireworks in one’s hand
when using? Or a note to remove food from wrapper beBrad Vogel
fore eating? Or to remove the
child from the onesie before washing?!
I do get a kick out of “Do not iron clothes on
body,” and have to admit that there are times when
the company is clearly depending upon the consumer to not realize that the escalator up to the second
floor is actually going down; for example: “You could
be a winner! No purchase necessary. Details inside!”
(Found on a bag of Fritos. Let’s go ahead and open
those chips right there in the snack aisle...)
Indeed, in our day of ridiculous litigation, warning labels exist more to protect the corporation than
the consumer. For a person in possession of sanity
would realize that what they are warned not to do,
they wouldn’t even have considered doing had the
warning not been printed. And that’s where the Choral Range comes in: this issue features things that
you might not have thought of doing if someone
hadn’t suggested it. As always, the members of the
KCDA Board offer insights from techniques to repertoire to traditions, all proven to add value to this
work to which we’ve committed our lives.
And finally, be it known that no animals were
harmed in the writing of this editorial; however, a
number of electrons were terribly inconvenienced...
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Eli Jones recognized as 2015
KCDA Prelude Award winner

M

r. Eli Jones of Kanhumbled to be recognized. I feel like I’ve learned
sas City’s Eisenso much in the last 5 years. I’ve been blessed to
hower
Middle
work in a school district I truly love. My colleagues
School was recognized durand administrators have been very supportive
ing the Summer Convenand selfless in sharing and helping me grow and
tion as the recipient of the
improve. My students are the best in the world!
2015 Kansas Choral Direc(I’m not biased or anything...) They daily challenge
tors Association Prelude
and inspire me to keep going and make things betAward. The award is given
ter in my little corner of the world. Lastly, my famto a director who is in his
ily is my biggest support system. Thank you for all
first five years of work, and
the concerts you faithfully attend, the many dinseeks to recognize not only
ners at Culver’s fundraiser nights, and the endless
outstanding acdesserts you’re
complishment in
“I feel like there are many other equally or even more making for my
the early years of
qualified young directors, so I’m extremely humbled students.”
teaching, but also
It is KCDA’s
to be recognized. I feel like I’ve learned so much in
the promise the
honor to recogthe last 5 years. I’ve been blessed to work in a school nize the young
career holds.
district I truly love. My colleagues and administrators talent
It is clear that
demonhave
been
very
supportive
and
selfless
in
sharing
and
Mr. Jones has
strated by Eli
helping me grow and improve.”
made a deep imJones.
pact in not only
-Eli Jones, 2015 Prelude Award winner
the choral field,
but also in the lives of his students. Nomination
letters repeatedly reflect not only his professionalism in preparing for and performing his role as a
director and the quality of his choirs, but also his
ability to connect with students of all abilities and
backgrounds.
In addition to his role at Eisenhower Middle
School, where his work includes not only directing the choirs but also producing a musical each
year, he is also co-founder (along with G. Leayn
Losh of Rosedale Middle School) of the community-based male chorus, Voices of Change (visit the
website www.voicesofchangekc.org).
In response to the award, Mr. Jones said, “I
was thoroughly surprised to be nominated and selected by my colleagues to receive this great honor. I feel like there are many other equally or even
more qualified young directors, so I’m extremely
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n 2015 Women’s Choir Report

An inspirational weekend
Dr. Ramsey brought more than music to women’s choir

I

nspiration. If one word could be the sum of
any of these young women could experience; in
the experience of this summer’s honor choir, it
Dr. Ramsey they saw the possibility of where their
would be the way Dr. Andrea Ramsey inspired
own dedication and talent could lead, and the how
the Women’s Choir from start to finish. She intheir own amazing journey could land.
spired on multiple levels:
My profound thanks to Dr. Ramsey for bringCreatively: from the selection of the music to
ing such joy to our honor choir; to Robba Moran
the different methods of accomplishing musical
for her pianistic artistry and rehearsal patience;
objectives, Dr. Ramsey ento Lisa Cookson
gaged the singers in creating
for her generRather
than
sprinkle
demands
from
the
their own unique music—a
ous and giving
podium, Dr. Ramsey enjoined the singers
special moment in time they
spirit in truly
to make decisions in the musical process.
knew was once-in-a-lifetime.
making
this
Even when she was the creevent happen,
She would ask for, and then outline, a
ator/composer of the score
to Gretchen and
selection of ideas and they chose together.
from which they were singSteve Bixler for
Instead of conductor and singers, they
ing, she sought their input to
their extra help
were co-collaborators in making the music
create artistry.
and to Steve
come alive.
Collaboratively:
rather
Burke of Grace
than sprinkle demands from
Cathedral
for
the podium, Dr. Ramsey enjoined the singers to
his incredible organization and attention to detail.
make decisions in the musical process. She would
Thanks also to the board members who helped
ask for, and then outline, a selection of ideas and
with the “catered” dinner for almost 200 people—
they chose together. Instead of conductor and
we couldn’t have done it without you.
singers, they were co-collaborators in making the
You will not want to miss the 2016 All State
music come alive.
Women’s Honor Choir experience: Dr. Mitos AnCompositionally: her dedication to the unique
daya Hart from Temple University will bring her
human expression of text, music and passion was
expertise in women’s choirs and jazz choral singdemonstrated by her imagery, both musical and
ing to our women. A graduate of the University of
historical. The students were able to sense the
Kansas, she is a world class conductor who will
magic of the generation of a piece of music rather
be an inspiration to our honor choir. See you in
than just dwell in the present score.
Topeka next July!
Personally: the progression of her profession—Amy Brown,
al musical experience represented the reality that
KCDA Co-Chair for Women’s Choirs
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n 2015 Men’s Choir Report

‘Brothers, sing on!’
Ensemble’s premiere performance impresses at convention

“T

o the Stars,” indeed!
Over ninety young men from across the state joined
The first ever Kansas
voices to create a memorable, energetic experience for
All-State men’s high
all—something we must (and will!) continue doing each
school honor choir was a tremensummer at the convention.
dous success. Over ninety young
men from across the state joined
one to remember.
voices to create a memorable, energetic experiStay tuned for more information from the new
ence for all—something we must (and will!) conMen’s Choirs R&S Chair, Jan Holthus, on auditions
tinue doing each summer at the convention. I was
for the 2016 KCDA All-State Men’s Honor Choir,
thoroughly impressed by the preparation of these
which will be conducted by Christopher Aspaas,
singers, and even more impressed by their work
Associate Professor of Choral Music at St. Olaf Colethic, kind attitudes, and “I can” effort in each relege.
hearsal; it truly was an honor to be a part of this
Brothers, Sing On!
experience. A major “thank you” is extended to all
—Jake Narverud, conductor
of the teachers, students, administration, and parand former KCDA R&S Chair for Men’s Choirs
ents who were able to make this inaugural event

PRESIDENT’S PEN, continued from page 2
to act as a daily reminder of the
goals each had set for himself.
The finale to this portion of the
project was allowing each student to use the dry erase markers (something that was otherwise forbidden) to write their
goals on an unused white board
in the classroom.
From time to time during
the course of the grading period I would give Choir Workout Partners an opportunity to
check-in regarding their goals.

At the conclusion of the grading period, each student was
asked to write a brief evaluation of their progress in reaching their individual goals. They
were asked to provide specific
examples and ultimately decide
if they had achieved what they
set out to do, or if they were still
in progress. Finally, using three
positive examples and one area
for improvement, singers evaluated their Choir Workout Partner’s progress. The final grade

assigned for this project was
based on the thoughtful participation of each singer rather than
whether or not they achieved
their goals.
Ultimately, I found that students were excited to both set
goals for themselves as well as
to share them with others. This
process also allowed me to step
out of the role of constantly telling the singers what they needed
to do to improve, and allow them
to play a more significant role in
that process.

CHORAL RANGE
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YOU

GOTTA

T

The talent of a top advertiser, salesperson,
marketer, or huckster,
is to convince the person to just
“give it a try.” Slogans are often
geared either toward the belief
that if you try one, you’ll have
to keep having it (“You can’t
eat just one;” “A little dab’ll do
ya!”), or the simple encouragement that there’s nothing to
lose and everything to gain by giving it a shot (“Do the Dew;” “Breakfast of Champions;” or the iconic “Just Do It”).

TRY
THIS...

The KCDA Board was asked to suggest something that they have found
to be very valuable, and would encourage others to “give it a try.” Far
from hucksters, these individuals simply want you to succeed! (And if
you act now...)

Make it up as you go

T
Carolyn
Welch
KCDA R&S Chair for
Community Choirs;
Artistic Director, Lawrence Children’s Choir
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here is a particular warm-up I
use with “Cadenza,” my Kindergarten-3rd grade community
choir, that works well and is fun for the
singers and me. I sit at the piano, have
the singers all gather closely around,
and I give them a category: colors,
animals, numbers, states, ice cream or
cookie flavors, favorite foods, etc. They
volunteer a word and I make up a vocal exercise on the spot, leading them
through several repetitions of each.

For example, “kangaroo” would generate an exercise with large, jumping
intervals; “snake” would be legato with
small intervals; and “penguin” would
offer several opportunities for articulating a strong “p” sound. Sometimes I
add movement, sometimes not.
Every word offers some vocal/choral challenge, be it a diphthong, tall
vowel, clean cut-off, or precise attack.
You’ll know that you’re teaching them;
they’ll just be thinking that choir is fun!

Just four easy steps

T

ry this fun brain game/warmup exercise with students of all
ages: 1 = call out the word “YO”; 2
= 2 stomps; 3 = 3 snaps; 4 = 4 claps.
Students must always keep a steady
beat, and you can create a variety of

Jason Sickel
KCDA R&S Chair for
Senior High Choirs;
Blue Valley North High
School

1

2

3

4

2

4

1

3

3

1

4

2

4

3

2

1

ways to follow the chart: read from left
to right; in columns; right to left, etc.
You can also divide into as many groups
as you want and do it in a round.
Once students get really good at
this, change the directions to:
1 = 1 stomp; 2 = 2 claps; 3 = 3 YO’s;
4 = 4 snaps (or any other combination
you might want to attempt!).
You could also incorporate solfege/
singing by changing 3 to singing Do-MiSo or any tonal pattern you wanted to
use. There are endless possibilities and
kids love this one.

Follow that mouse

I
Cindy
Sheppard
Artistic Director, Kansas
City Women’s Chorus

f you are looking for a trip that
doesn’t require you to have a balanced choir in order to perform,
Disney World’s Candlelight Carol Processional and Mass Choir at Epcot is a
marvelous experience. This program
is presented three times nightly from
Thanksgiving through New Year’s Day.
Participation requires a video audition
of your group performing a song of
your choice, and the Joy To the World
setting used in all Candlelight performances. Because your group will perform with other selected choirs (about
200 voices) and the Disney Voices of
Liberty, you do not have to worry
about whether or not your choir has a
balance of parts. It is also ideal if you
are taking students from several different choirs in your program. (As a
help, Disney provides the music and
part specific rehearsal tracks.) You will
usually be part of two performances on
the same night, following an afternoon
rehearsal. Students perform with full
professional orchestra and a guest ce-

lebrity narrator (past celebrities have
included Whoopi Goldberg, Gary Sinise, Marlee Matlin, and Neil Patrick
Harris). Robes are provided by Disney,
so you don’t have to worry about uniforms. If you have a balanced group,
you might choose to do an additional
performance on your own or take part
in one of the Disney Educational Workshops.
I recommend staying on property
where you can utilize Disney transportation to all parks, and purchasing the
discounted Park-Hopper passes for the
number of days you plan to stay. This
greatly simplifies your chaperoning
and group control/safety. I have taken
two of these trips over the Thanksgiving weekend, and many families use
this as a family vacation, guaranteeing
that I have numerous sponsors. Seeing
the parks decorated for the holidays is
a completely different experience than
any other time of year. Your greatest
problem will be having your group
want to go anywhere else!

CHORAL RANGE
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Beg, borrow, but don’t steal

I
Steve Miller
KCDA Treasurer; Manager of Choral Music,
Senseney Music

n our profession we depend on the
creative talents of a multitude of
composers and arrangers to provide the materials that we use in our
classrooms and choirs to make music with our students. The one thing I
would suggest that you do this year is
respect the abilities and contributions
of these individuals (without whom we
could not do our jobs) by refusing to
violate copyright infringement laws by
making illegal copies of their music.
I was talking with a first year teacher who said that during their beginning
of the year in-service days they were
told “ABSOLUTELY DO NOT POST ANY
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL, PICTURES,
ETC. ON YOUR TEACHER WEBSITE.”
They even were required to sign a
statement that they would not do this.
Later that day in the school office he
was told by the same administration,
“Here is the color copier for when you
make color copies, and when you copy
music use this other copier.” The first

year teacher responded that copying
music was illegal and he would not do
it, to which they replied, “You don’t understand. You don’t have a big enough
budget for music to buy everything that
you need. You will learn.”
I know that budgets are tight but
there are options.
Make students
share music (what a novel idea). We
fundraise for trips, why not fundraise
for music? Make the community and
school district aware that you want to
send a message to your students to do
the right thing, and if you are using
copied music this is not promoting the
values that you want your students to
possess. Write grants. Get your choir
boosters organization involved if you
have one. It is now tax deductible to donate money to public schools. Borrow
music from other directors. Do what
is right: it is a simple thing, and we
know what is right and what is wrong.
Do what is right, and feel better about
yourself in the process.

Install now: anti-nagging campaign

I
Jane
Vanderhoff
KCDA Southwest
District Representative; Garden City High
School
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n order to cut down on repetitive
griping, I am trying several new
ideas this year, which were shamelessly stolen from wonderful teachers I
know...
The first idea is in regard to posture, and was presented by Steve Perry
of St. Theresa’s Academy. It is entitled
1-2-3, with each number representing a
posture:
n 1 is excellent singing posture,
standing;
n 2 is excellent singing posture, sitting;
n 3 is relaxed posture, sitting.
At the beginning of the year I hold
up one, two or three fingers, and explain the meaning of each number.

We then practice each one in varying
orders. This requires a “refresher” for
several days, of course... Then as time
has goes by, I either hold up one, two or
three fingers, or say, “let’s sing in 2 posture...” If the tenors are singing then I
can just hold up 1 for the tenors and
3 for everyone else, and change as we
move through the sections. So far it has
kept me calmer and seems to be acceptable as a reminder (no dorky factor!)
At the 2014 KCDA summer convention, Christy Elsner presented a great
session on using props during rehearsal to internalize vocal techniques; it
was great! I came home with a ziplock
bag containing a paintbrush, an Oreo
See VANDERHOFF, page 12
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VANDERHOFF, continued from page 10
cookie, a rubber band, stickers, and
various other items. Once I got home,
I couldn’t quite remember all the wonderful applications, so there it sat as a
sad reminder of my waning memorization capacity...
But then at the 2015 KCDA summer
convention, I found a book entitled
“Gadgets for Great Singing”... by Christy Elsner! This was just what I needed to
put all those great ideas together with
the visual aids. My current favorite is

using food images to shape vowels:
n A(H) – biting on an Apple;
n E(H) - Egg – I love the image of an
egg sitting vertically in the mouth!
n I(H) – biting into a chunk of Cheese;
n O(H) – Orange – they guessed it before I said it;
n U (Ooh) Blueberry – think breakfast – muffins or pancakes!
This weekend I’m going to go shopping for plastic versions of these and
just line them up on the piano and
point!

Collaborate today

G
Wendi
Bogard
KCDA Secretary;
Basehor-Linwood High
School

o observe other teachers teaching! I have been doing this for
the past 10 years and it has
changed my choirs. I learned how to
teach sight reading more effectively; I
learned what a document camera was;
I learned to pick up the pace of my rehearsals and to go ahead and push my
students harder.
After observing, I have asked several of these wonderful teachers to
come into my classroom and work with
my kids as paid clinicians. Sometimes

friends will do it for free or as an exchange. Often times college professors
will come for free because they want
to recruit your students. If you have to
pay someone it is still beneficial to you
and your singers: everyone wins!
We can’t do everything by ourselves even though we may want to. We
don’t know everything there is to know,
but you probably know someone who
knows more about a certain style than
you do! Collaborate!

Take a deep breath

P
Janie
Brokenicky
KCDA Northcentral District Representative;
Instructor of Voice, Kansas State University
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ossibly blame it on my oboe background, but I am a stickler when
it comes to breathing. SO many
tonal and vocal issues can be fixed
with good support! Here are a couple
of tricks that assist in this area.
First of all, never underestimate
the power of lip-buzzing. I have my
voice students use their index finger to
draw a little circle on their forehead as
a reminder to place the voice into the
“mask,” even during lip buzzes.
There is also the traditional hissing,
which can be coupled with moving the

arms around loosely like a snake (this
also removes shoulder tension and
places the breath in the correct low
position in order to keep a controlled
sound). Also, the Hoberman Sphere
(find one on Amazon!) is a great manipulative to illustrate low-breathing muscle contraction and prevent collapsing.
And in another realm . . . if a few
students are really getting on your
nerves or causing discipline issues, you
can always think “co-curricular” with
gym class and throw in a few wall-sits.

☺

Let the results speak for themselves

A
Susan
Laushman

t the end of the year, it is tradition for my graduating seniors
to address the choir and give a
formal parting speech. This has developed into a coveted ordeal that spans
over the course of a few days. Every
year I am thoroughly and pleasantly
surprised by what my students say
about the program, about me, about
their classmates, and about the life les-

sons learned in the vocal music classroom that they refer to as “home.” This
tradition has enhanced the classroom
atmosphere and the appreciation level
of what we accomplish together daily.
This fall, one of my seniors remarked
on the first day of school, “I’m going to
have to start thinking about my senior
speech...”

KCDA Southeast District Representative;
Pittsburgh High School

Baton not included

W
Dr. Terry
Crull
KCDA Northwest District Representative;
Fort Hays State Universtiy

hen It’s All You Have LEFT:
Conducting
with
Your
Weak Hand.
Your chamber choir is on tour in
a church you have never seen before,
working with the piano instructor who
came along to perform and double as
your accompanist. When you arrive
30 minutes before the service you discover that the choir loft is way right,
but the piano is way left... and neither
can be moved. There is no option but
to stand in the center aisle with singers
on your right, and an unfamiliar accompanist on your left. If it were your
regular accompanist you could just say,
“You know the tempo... I’ll follow you!”
But since she is unfamiliar with you
and your group, and you are a righthanded conductor, you have but two
choices: face the audience to conduct
“backwards,” so that the piano is on
your right, OR face your normal direction and conduct left-handed.
I’m sure each of us has conducted
and odd measure or two with the weak
hand, but a whole performance? It was
a challenge I was surprisingly eager to
face: could I reverse all my gestures?
Pattern with my left hand, and cues,
etc., with my right? In those few min-

utes before the service I searched my
upbringing...
n Grandma was ambidextrous - you
couldn’t tell her left-hand penmanship from her right-hand penmanship;
n Growing up on the farm I had
learned to shovel, rake, toss, steer a
tractor ... all with either hand, and
with equal skill;
n At Beginning Band night (5th grade)
I recall thinking I’d have to play trumpet rather than french horn, since I
was right-handed... but now I know
many horn players who are, in fact,
right-handed...
So ... I can do this! And it went reasonably well. And since that Sunday,
I’ve discovered that – just like those
farm chores – I switch hands quite often, and the more I do, the more natural
it becomes to conduct either “stronghanded” or “weak-handed.”
Years ago a person was considered “artistic” and “sensitive” if they
were right-brained (and therefore,
left-handed). Conversely, if you were
left-brained, you were logical, mathoriented, and right-handed. But in recent years more and more studies have
See CRULL, page 14
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CRULL, continued from page 13

When I began teaching conducting I recalled how much
easier it had been to teach two
of my four children to throw
a ball because those two were
left-handed,
and
therefore
could “mirror” me as we played
catch...we faced the same direction, used identical, mirror-im-

in lessons so I could face them,
and they could “mirror” my
shown that when – at an early
motion with their right hands.
age – an individual has many
Most of you probably learned to
cross-brained activities, they
conduct right-handed, as did I,
become “one-brained,” due to
whether you actually are rightusing both hands equally (like,
handed or left-handed, because,
playing piano, or many musiwell, that’s the way it’s done! But
cal instruments, or doing chores
when a bright young student
with either hand). I
asked “if you can
have no statistical
conduct with your
I
recalled
how
much
easier
it
had
been
to
teach
two
evidence to support
left hand, why can’t
of my four children to throw a ball because those
this, but my strong
I, since I actually
two were left-handed, and therefore could “mirror” am left-handed?” I
belief is that if I lost
me as we played catch. So in order to better had no objection!
the use of my right
hand, I would learn
It seemed logiobserve my conducting students, I developed the
to eat, write, tie my
cal to me. (Yeah,
habit of conducting left-handed in lessons.
shoes ... and conI’m slightly leftduct! ... with my
brained... ☺)
weak hand. In fact, when my
age action. (The right-handed
When a colleague of mine
mouse fit better on the left side
two learned to throw also, but
scolded this student for conductof my office desk, after a few
from my viewpoint they could
ing left-handed while conductweeks I became more skilled at
only copy the old man if I turned
ing our Concert Choir as student“click and scroll” with my left
away from them, so they could
conductor, insisting that the
hand! It seems to me, at least,
copy my throwing motion.) So in
performance suffered because
that many skills are as much a
order to better observe my conof this, I objected to that unmatter of habit as which is your
ducting students, I developed the
founded criticism. (How my colstrong hand.
habit of conducting left-handed
league determined this is a mys-

Championing ChorTeach,
ACDA’s Online Magazine
Welcome to ACDA’s online magazine for choral directors and choral music educators. Articles
for ChorTeach are gleaned from state and division newsletters and from submissions by seasoned choral directors. The articles in ChorTeach are designed for those who work with amateur
singers of all levels, and are selected to provide ideas and techniques to encourage directors
and to help them help their singers to achieve choral excellence.
If you have written an article, or read an article in a division or state newsletter, and believe it
would be of interest to ChorTeach readers, alert Dr. Terry Barham, ChorTeach Editor, by Email
at tbarham@sunflower.com.

tery to me; unless the student
conducted the piece again, using
their weak hand, how could this
be proven?) A friendly argument
ensued, and I challenged that
colleague to evaluate my choir’s
performances the next concert,
and I for my part would conduct
entirely with my weak hand.
(I won! I know this because we
never actually discussed it after
the concert! And, the recordings
from that concert earned the
FHSU Concert Choir a performance spot at KMEA this coming
February ... so there!)
I guess I should make my
points here. As choral conductors we should have skills with
both hands, one to conduct pattern, and the other for cues, gestures, releases, etc. We strive
to have the two hands be independent of one another, so that

when the weak hand throws in
a cue the strong hand’s pattern
is not disrupted. Our two hands
should NOT both do the same
thing (leave that to the marching
band).
n Point 1: If you are left-handed, why shouldn’t you conduct
pattern with it, and supporting gestures with your right?
Some of us have soprano and
bass on our left, and alto and
tenor on our right; others have
it reversed. There are numerous seating arrangements
for choir directors to employ,
and also there are completely
mixed arrangements.
n Point 2: The notion that “lefthanded” patterns will confuse
the choir is therefore a mute
point. Wait! I mean moot ...
my choirs wish it were ME
that was mute (and so do you

... I heard that!). I’ll concede
one point: if your group is
used to one look, don’t switch
on them! It can be asking for
trouble to change your habits
in front of your choir. On the
other hand (apropos, no?) why
not change often? Then when
you switch they won’t even notice (singers don’t watch you
anyway!), and as a result your
weak hand will become stronger, and your strong hand will
become ... stronger, too!
n Point 3: I tell my students
that if it doesn’t work for them,
then stay within their comfort
zone. But TRY IT before you
pass judgment on yourself ...
or others! Be a switch-hitter
and stay in the lineup!
Thanks for reading—I welcome your thoughts and rebuttal
on my views!

But wait, there’s more!

S
Dr. Tom Wine
KCDA Youth and Student Activities; Wichita
State University

hare the concert! Having a guest
choir for your concert is not a
new concept, but it is an aesthetic
and educational opportunity not to be
missed.
First, decide on the type of concert
experience you hope to provide. When
I was teaching high school in South Caroline, we routinely did district concerts
which brought the junior high choirs
(I know, I am dating myself) together
with the high school choir. The obvious benefits are letting younger singers
hear more mature models. I also programmed exchange concerts with area
colleagues. Singers will, unfortunately,
view it as a competition unless you prepare them properly for the experience.
When you can work out a combined
musical selection and put competing
football players side-by-side on the risers, it is a definite win for everyone. It

reminds me of Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser’s
philosophy that you are “ON” the team
but you are “IN” the choir. At WSU we
routinely invite high schools to perform
with our choirs. While part of the motivation is recruiting, it is again a desire
to model and mentor across groups.
One of the shared concerts I did
with my high school was a holiday
program with students from the South
Carolina School for the Deaf and Blind.
My students were a little “full of themselves” having won several awards and
coming off of a spring performance for
SCMEA. Why should they be forced
to sing next to students who could not
always match pitch? The answer was
passion. In a combined performance of
Do You Hear What I Hear, the spirit of
the two schools came together for a life
changing experience for performers
and audience.
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Mary Bodney
Continued front page 1

and the University of Kansas.
Additionally, Mary has mentored countless
teachers and church musicians in the Kansas City
area, either as a cooperating teacher or through
her classroom teaching. After concluding her
lengthy career in high school choral music, she enjoys working with many of her colleagues as a clinician and consultant in their choral classrooms.
Most specifically, she can be found every week at
Blue Valley High School, assisting with sectionals,
training students for state choir auditions, and
teaching technique and sight singing.
Despite her many hobbies (including reading,
gardening, sewing, gourmet cooking, and a daily
four-mile walk with her husband, Jay), the Choral
Range was able to pin her down for a review of
her still-ongoing teaching career.

couraged me to perform, but insisted that a teaching certificate was a must. She had been a performance major and was not even able to substitute
teach in the public schools where she would have
made much more money than she was making as
an adjunct professor. So, I got the music education
degree but had no real interest in teaching.

CR: Was the choice to enter the profession of mu-

sic education an easy one for you?
MB: As I completed my final semester in December of 1970, I was ready to be out on my own, but
did not feel a “calling” to teach. For lack of any better plan, I had a few interviews but was turned
down for some interesting secondary teaching positions. One interviewer of a major school district
told me I was just too young and would not be able
to handle adolescent boys! So even though I really
Were
there
particular
early
experiences
in
wanted to teach high school, I set more realistic
CR:
your life that led or encouraged you into a life of
sights on elementary schools. But somewhere in
music-makthe process I
ing?
had talked to
a recruiter for
MB: As with
As I began teaching only three and one half years after
most teachthe Hickman
my own high school graduation, I was as naïve and dumb
ers, I was inMills School
as you can get. I had no expectation of success, and felt I
spired to join
District. Just
would never be a “real” high school choral director. The
the
profesa few days bekids had seen 4 different teachers that year by the time I
sion by my
fore my gradown teachers.
uation from
showed up. There was no discipline, no choral tone and no
When I enWSU, a posiperformances so far that year. I stumbled along until the
tered Wichita
tion opened
spring concert. The UMKC springs professor approached
State
Uniup at Ruskin
me afterward to tell me that he had never heard a
versity as a
High School.
sophomore choir sound that mature. That was probably the
freshman, all
The recruiter
first moment that I thought maybe I was on the right track.
I wanted to
called
me,
do was sing.
saying
he
I had no long
knew
that
term plan. I had received a small music scholarI was interested in an elementary music posiship, so I thought I might have some talent. I had
tion, but would I consider a high school position
not studied privately so I was placed with a new
teaching the sophomore level choirs. Would I?! I
voice teacher who was there only because her huscouldn’t get to Hickman Mills fast enough. What
band was the principal French horn player with
that recruiter and first principal saw in me, I nevthe Symphony. She sort of got stuck with all the
er imagined. I credit those two people for where I
freshmen that none of the more qualified teachers
ended up.
wanted. She turned out to be one of the most influential people in my life. Because her studio was
CR: Were there defining moments in your early
not full of superstars, she really loved me. She enyears in the classroom that shaped you as a teach-
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er/conductor?
MB: As I began teaching that January only three
and one half years after my own high school graduation, I was as naïve and dumb as you can get.

I had no expectation of success, and felt I would
never be a “real” high school choral director. The
good news was that the school was huge and no
one paid much attention to me as I muddled along.
The kids had seen
4 different teachers
that year by the time
I showed up. There
was no discipline,
no choral tone and
no performances so
far that year. I had
one cardboard box
of music and no idea
what to program. I
stumbled along until the spring concert. It was a joint
performance with
the orchestra, and
in the audience was
a strings professor
from UMKC. He approached me afterward to tell me that
he had never heard
a sophomore choir
sound that mature.
That was probably
the first moment
that I thought maybe I was on the right
track. All I had been
teaching was diction, mostly vowels,
December 4-5, 2015, at 7:30 p.m.
and I guess it was
working.
December 6, 2015, at 2 p.m.
In spite of this
Sebits Auditorium
bit of success, I went
to school that sum$16 adults; $13 seniors; $13 students
mer to work toward
a degree in counseling—I just couldn’t
Order tickets online at friends.edu/finearts
imagine being a sucor by calling the Box Office at 316-295-5677
cessful high school
choral
director.
One guidance class
Division of Fine Arts
convinced me that
College of Business, Arts, Sciences and Education
counseling was not
2100 W. University Ave. | Wichita, KS 67213
where I belonged.
friends.edu/finearts
The next year I
Friends University does not discriminate against academically qualified students on the basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs and activities. Accredited by
was given one upthe Higher Learning Commission and a member of the North Central Association, 230 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 7-500, Chicago, IL 60604; www.ncahlc.org; 1-800-621-7440.

Vocal and Choral Music
Christmas Candlelight Concert
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the non-teaching that I disliked; that is—to quote
per classmen class and a couple of small ensemone assistant principal I worked with—the “adbles to prepare for contest. They both received a
ministrivia.” I never attended a faculty meeting
superior rating and I was hooked on the contest
that was necessary, and in-service days that were
experience. But I still had not conducted a large
not related to music education were generally a
group at an evaluative festival. In the meantime,
waste of time. I don’t miss pep assemblies, writing
the district was about to open a new high school.
hall passes, taking roll, or confiscating cell phones.
I was interviewing in another district for a junior
And I certainly don’t miss parents questioning my
high position where I thought the program was
chamber choir audition results or my selection of
stronger. Suddenly, I was told that I would be the
soloists.
choral director at the new Hickman Mills High
School, and I could set up the program just exactly
how I wanted it. Looking back, it is unbelievable
CR: Did you see the profession change from what
it was in your first years of teaching to what it is
that they trusted me with that position. I was the
currently?
only female head choral director in the Kansas City
area, and the youngest; I think the principal liked
MB: Over my 40+ year career there have been
some obvious changes that have occurred in eduthat I was young and bubbly. He was a vocalist
cation, like the rise of technology, wider variety
who had once won the Met Auditions, and he liked
of choral music compositions and arrangements,
the sound my choirs made. In my opinion, my cabudget challengreer path was
es, and legal isactually just one
I think my favorite part of teaching choral music was
sues that have
lucky break afbringing a wide variety of music to students who
changed
our
ter
another—I
American
classwould never have had that experience, never had
was simply in the
rooms. But the
right place at the
the chance to feel those chills go down their spines.
most dramatic efright time.
fect on my career
over
time
was
the
decline
of
appreciation
for the
What
are
the
things
you
enjoy
the
most
about
CR:
arts.
As
a
beginning
teacher,
I
felt
more
revered
teaching, and particularly teaching high school
than I did in the final years of my career. I blame
students?
that on a general shift in what we want for our
MB: I think my favorite part of teaching choral
young people in this country. We have been told
music was bringing a wide variety of music to stuthat we must become globally competitive in scidents who would never have had that experience,
ence, math and technology. It used to be that stunever had the chance to feel those chills go down
dents were begging to be in my choirs, and more
their spines. I often over-challenged my choirs
recently, I felt the necessity to sell them and their
and myself, but the results were beaming smiles
parents on the value of being in a music perforwhen they finally achieved a really effective level
mance class. Some of that feeling may have been
of performance. I remember one boy who was
because I left a very church-centered, blue collar
what we now would call an at-risk student. One
district for one of Johnson County’s premier acaday as we sang an Italian madrigal, he looked up
demic schools, but I think the general attitude of
at me with a grin and said something like, “This is
the public has shifted away from arts appreciaso fun.” Memories like that still warm my heart.
tion. Certainly our politicians and government ofAnd I continue to enjoy working with the teenficials hold arts education in low regard.
age voice. I love helping boys with their changing
sound, and I love teaching girls to soar into upper
register. I think high school voices are physiologiCR: How have you changed as a teacher during
those years?
cally the most malleable, and I have proved that
you can achieve some great sound with voices that
MB: Not much about my teaching has changed
over the years. I feel that I have spent my entire
are not all superior talents.
life saying “1, 2, ready, sing.” Through ACDA I have
stayed up to date, particularly with multi-cultural
CR: Are there things you didn’t enjoy about the
literature. And I think that being a parent made
profession, or won’t miss?
me more compassionate and a better communicaMB: I really loved everything about teaching. It is
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tor with a wider variety of students and parents.
After all the years of experience I no longer feel
like a bumbling idiot. But overall, the process has
not changed. I don’t use rehearsal CDs, and I don’t
send practice recordings out on email. I believe in
helping the students learn in the choral rehearsal,
not in the practice room. I think really good choral
music teachers are like the scene of Mr. Holland
in Mr. Holland’s Opus, when he is using a mallet
to pound the beat into a football helmet-wearing,
slow-learning percussionist. We just keep at it until they get it, whatever it takes.

reading; the next year we got all superior ratings.
The trick for a young (or any age) teacher is of
course music selection. If you choose music that
your students can be successful with, you will be
teaching them to love music and to love themselves. This doesn’t mean that they have to get top
ratings; it means that they have to feel successful.
They know when it is right, especially now that we
can listen to any song whatsoever on YouTube. If
we select a piece that is not in their vocal range
or ranges, they will not feel good about what they
are performing. On the other hand, if they are not
challenged, they will not get those chills
I mentioned earlier. We must also offer
a wide variety of music. This keeps our
The most important advice I can give to young
programs interesting and educationteachers is to not be afraid to work. It takes a lot of
al. When I got started I listened to my
work to get a fine product, whether you are sculpting
mentors, I listened to their choirs, and
a piece of clay, baking a loaf of really good bread, or
I asked lots of questions. I never missed
refining an excellent choral sound.
an ACDA state conference and attended
many regional and national conventions.
If
you
were
to
encapsulate
for
a
beginning
A
final
word of advice would be “balance.”
CR:
teacher the most important things to consider in
When my son was born, I stayed home with him
the classroom and in preparation for the classfor 4 years. Leaving him to return to teaching
room, what would they be?
was a gut wrenching decision for me. My church
choir director who was working on his Doctorate
MB: The most important advice I can give to
young teachers is to not be afraid to work. It takes
at UMKC and was a father of 3 said to me, “Figure
a lot of work to get a fine product, whether you
out how many hours you can spend at school per
are sculpting a piece of clay, baking a loaf of really
day and still be a good mom. That could be 8, 9 or
good bread, or refining an excellent choral sound.
more. But whatever you decide on, when that time
Secondly, never blame anyone or anything else.
is up, lock the door and go home.” This was great
To quote Harry Truman, “The buck stops here.”
advice. I have tried to maintain that balance even
You can’t complain about the budget, the middle
after my son was grown. I have many hobbies and
school teacher, the administration, or most espepassions that are not music, and I am enjoying my
cially, the kids. You are the one that makes it hapretirement so much because of these activities.
pen ... or not. I have judged music festivals for 35
years and I have heard all kinds of choirs from all
kinds of demographics. There are some wonderWhen I was awarded the Harry Robert
ful choirs in some very poor, small communities
Wilson Award this past summer, I was
throughout Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma: it all
shocked and humbled. I was always and
comes down to the teacher in the end.
ever, just doing my job.
I also tell young teachers about my early contest experience as a conductor. The first time, I
was so terrified that I left the choir on the stage,
told my accompanist I couldn’t do this, and walked
That same voice teacher I had in college once told
down the hall with my knees knocking. I don’t
me, “If you can get out of music and not miss it, do
know how I gathered myself and got back to the
it.” I am very glad I didn’t leave music, but I am
stage, but somehow I survived. This was in Misalso grateful that it has not consumed me.
souri where we had to sight-read with our large
When I was awarded the Harry Robert Wilson
groups. All of my ensembles received superior ratAward this past summer, I was shocked and humings in the performance, and poor ratings in sightbled. I was always and ever, just doing my job.
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KANSAS CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Award nominations submitted online at www.kansaschoral.com.
Yearly nomination deadline: May 1.

Harry Robert Wilson Award
The Harry Robert Wilson Award is awarded annually to one outstanding member of the Kansas Choral Directors Association. Awardees will demonstrate:
Excellence in choral music training, performance and scholarship
Commitment and contributions to choral music in the state of Kansas
Positive and supportive collegial interaction
Active participation, leadership and service to KCDA
Must have a minimum of 20 years in the Choral Music Profession
Selection Procedure
Nominations will be solicited from the general membership of KCDA
Nominees must be current members of KCDA (posthumous nominations accepted)
Nominators must submit biographical information, a letter of nomination and may be
asked to submit additional letters of support from KCDA members and/or colleagues, students and family
The KCDA Executive Board will select the most qualified nominees which will be presented to the current full board
Current members of the KCDA Full board will vote to determine the HRW Award Winner
Current members of the KCDA Executive Board are ineligible for nomination
Nominations are carried forward for two subsequent years and thereafter may be resubmitted

Prelude Award
Formerly the Young Director Award, the Prelude Award will be given annually to one outstanding member of the Kansas Choral Directors Association with at least three and no more than
five years of experience as a choral director in the State of Kansas. Awardees will demonstrate:
Successful teaching and performance in choral music in Kansas
Professional demeanor in interactions with colleagues
Potential as an exemplary professional with an extended career in choral music
A spirit of service through active participation and involvement in KCDA and/or KMEA
Selection Procedure
Nominations will be solicited from the general membership of KCDA
Nominees must be current members of KCDA in their 3rd, 4th or 5th year of experience as
a choral director in Kansas
Nominations must include biographical information, a letter of nomination from a current member of KCDA and a letter of support from an administrator, supervisor or mentor
The KCDA Executive Board will serve as the selection committee for reviewing nominations and voting to select a recipient
Current members of the KCDA Executive Board are ineligible for nomination
Nominations may be resubmitted anytime during the eligibility period (3 to 5 years) but
are not automatically carried forward for future consideration.
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Kansas Choral Directors Association
Tabor College
400 N. Jefferson
Hillsboro, KS 67063

Stay up-to-date online at kansaschoral.com
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